ISOPTIK The Hi-End Eyeglasses Centre

27-09-2021

From Master Bobi : Do the other worldwide luxury eyeglasses vendors
provide the same quality of The ISOPTIK Ultra Individual Digital 3 D
Progressive Eyeglasses made using advanced technology as ISOPTIK
does ?

ISOPTIK

The ISOPTIK Ultra Individual Digital 3 D Progressive Eyeglasses made using the latest technology
are normally 100 times more expensive than the ones made using old technology. Most of the
worldwide luxury eyeglasses vendors believe that only a small number of customers in this world
have that kind of purchasing power, and are willing to spend a lot of money on a pair of eyeglasses.
Therefore, most of these vendors opt to sell the old technologically made progressive eyeglasses, so
that they are able to make more profits by lowering the initial cost.
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CVD measurement

Nevertheless, I firmly trust that all users prefer to have their eyeglasses made using the latest
technology possible. The customers at ISOPTIK agreed, that our eyeglasses, though are very high in
price, but they are also exceptionally high in quality and the wearing comfort. Considering the longlasting factor and years of usage, our customers pay merely a little over 1,000 THB per month to
have the premium tailored-made eyeglasses that personally fit with their lifestyle and viewing
behavior. This is probably the reason why I am able to sell my products at a very high price, still
outsell my competitors, and make myself widely known in this industry.
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At ISOPTIK, the immaculate procedures of vision test including eye examination, viewing behavior
analysis, lenses design, lenses manufacturing, and assembling require approximately 30 - 90 days.
The technology we currently adopt, allows us to make the eyepieces that bring back the eyesight our
customers once used to own during their adolescence years of age. It is our promise to the
customers, that we develop and advance ISOPTIK and our team, in order to create the most effective
and efficient eyepieces, on a continuous basis so that our customers have the highest quality of the
vision for the longest period of time.

Master Bobi hotline : 081-538-4200 every day from 11:00 - 19:00
ISOPTIK : The Hi-End Eyeglasses Centre
Opening every Tuesday Sunday at 11:00 19:00
Close every Monday
For more information and reservation
Tel : 086-565-5711 , 086-970-0794 , 063-994-1998
( For your convenient and the highest possibility to receive the best thing, please make an
appointment in advance for 3 Days.)
LINE ID :@isoptik
Email : isoptik@gmail.com
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